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	Fundamentals of Mobile Heavy Equipment provides students with a thorough introduction to the diagnosis, repair, and maintenance of off-road mobile heavy equipment. With comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of the latest technology in the field, it addresses the equipment used in construction, agricultural, forestry, and mining industries. The chapters cover all aspects of heavy equipment systems, including: • Hydraulics, spanning 14 chapters • Braking and suspension systems • Track drive undercarriage and wheeled machines • Hydraulic attachments • Electrical and steering systems • Transmission and power transfer systems • Electric Drives • Autonomous and semi-autonomous control systems • Telematics, on-board networks and remote machine control • Alternative braking • Foundational information, shop practices and safety concerns The textbook features helpful pedagogical tools to enhance student comprehension and critical thinking, including review sections, real-world applications, illustrations, step-by-step explanations, and visual summaries. Written in concise and accessible language by an author team extensive experience in the field, it equips students at all levels with the knowledge and skills they need for a successful career in heavy equipment repair and service.
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY PowerPoint 2016 (Teach Yourself VISUALLY (Tech))Visual, 2015

	The uncomplicated PowerPoint guide designed specifically for visual learners


	Are you a visual learner who wants to spend more time working on your presentations than trying to figure out how to create them? Teach Yourself Visually PowerPoint offers you an effortless approach to creating winning...
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Inside the Machine: An Illustrated Introduction to Microprocessors and Computer ArchitectureNo Starch Press, 2006

	
		Inside the Machine is an introduction to computers that
		is intended to fill the gap that exists between classic
		but more challenging introductions to computer
		architecture, like John L. Hennessy’s and David A.

	
		Patterson’s popular textbooks, and the growing mass
		of works that are simply too basic...
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Drones as Cyber-Physical Systems: Concepts and Applications for the Fourth Industrial RevolutionSpringer, 2019

	
		This book introduces the concept of using drones as a teaching tool to explore the fundamental principles, technology and applications of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS).

	
		A short introduction sets CPS in the context of the 4th industrial revolution, and describes various CPS technologies including self-driving...
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Blueprints Psychiatry (Blueprints Series)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2003

	
		More than just Board review for USMLE, Steps 2 & 3, Blueprints can help you during clerkship rotations and subinternship. They are especially helpful when studying areas outside your specialty. Physician assistants, nurse practitioners and osteopaths find Blueprints a helpful companion to their study materials as well....
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Modern Industrial Automation Software DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
In industrial settings, using modern technology, machinery, and integrated systems to their maximum potential often depends on well-designed automation software. As tech-nologies continually develop and evolve, practicing engineers and academic researchers must continually develop the software to run these technologies. Modern Industrial...
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Remember Everything You Read: The Evelyn Wood 7-Day Speed Reading & Learning ProgramAvon, 1992

	Now you can join the millions of people of all ages who have reaped the rewards of the famous Evelyn Wood Speed Reading and Learning Program. All the secrets of this amazing system are now available to you in this book. Find out how you can:

	
		Read 50% faster in only an hour
	
		Double your reading speed in a...
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